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Why You Must Have Sandboxing
Traditional network security technology detects known 
threats via definitions and signatures but can’t detect new 
and refreshed advanced threats like custom malware and 
zero-day exploits. To allow malicious behavior to remain 
hidden, modern malware writers implement advanced 
techniques, including custom encryption, obfuscation 
and packing, as well as acting benign within sandbox 
environments. These techniques often hide the most 
sophisticated weaponry, which is only exposed when run 
dynamically. In most cases, these are impossible to analyze 
in real-time using static detection techniques.

To better detect unknown threats, security professionals 
deploy advanced threat detection technologies, such as 
sandboxes, that analyze the behavior of suspicious files and 

uncover hidden malware. Network sandbox engines execute 
files, log the resulting activity and then, after execution, look 
for and attempt to correlate malicious behavior. 

With many attack types only revealing their weaponry within 
memory, a memory-based approach is required to detect 
and stop attacks before they reach endpoint devices.

Challenges with Sandboxing
Cloud-based sandboxing creates the lowest barrier to entry 
when it comes to detecting new and updated attack variants. 
Even if security efficacy is perfect, there are two challenges 
with this model. First, this model relies on points of presence 
(PoPs) where security appliances/services and threat hunters 
can send files for analysis. Latency is introduced into the 
equation when the Internet speeds are slow or the distance 
between the service and the sender becomes great. Second, 
many regulation-intense organizations and government 
agencies that deal with sensitive data are not allowed to let 
data leave their organization (or, in some cases, country or 
region) and therefore cannot send suspicious files to cloud-
based sandboxes for analysis. 

To counter these objections, these organizations and 
agencies will leverage an on-prem network sandbox 
within the confines of their datacenter. Unfortunately, this 
sandboxing model tends to be very expensive and, just like 
most cloud-based sandboxes, their evasion tactics are well 
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documented1. Additionally, in both models the correlation and 
scoring of sandbox activities and behaviors can be prone to 
false positives. 

A Balanced Approach
What organizations need in order to remain compliant with 
regulations and privacy standards is a budget-friendly, 
on-prem threat analysis platform that malicious code can’t 
detect and evade and that renders a quick verdict while 
supporting closed networks. 

A balanced solution should inspect suspicious files within 
the data center using fast and accurate memory-based 
analysis to provide a strong layer of defense against 
advanced and targeted threats. At the same time, it should 
be easy to administer and lower total cost of ownership 
(TCO) in order to meet budgetary requirements.

Solution: SonicWall Capture Security appliance (CSa)
SonicWall Capture Security appliance© (CSa) is an 
on-prem file analysis and malware detection solution 
featuring our patent-pending Real-Time Deep Memory 
Inspection (RTDMI™) technology. RTDMI adds protection 
against malware that eludes other detection methods 
while delivering far more than half of all verdicts in 
under five seconds. 

As a result, CSa catches more malware and faster than 
network sandboxing methods. CSa also offers a lower 
false positive rate to improve security and the end user 
experience. It analyzes malware hidden in a broad range 
of file types, file sizes and operating environments to best 
provide comprehensive zero-day threat detection. 

Furthermore, CSa can detect and stop potential 
side-channel attacks through real-time memory-based 
inspection techniques. By forcing malware to reveal its 
weaponry into memory, CSa proactively blocks mass-market, 
zero-day threats and unknown malware.

How it Works
CSa detects and blocks malware that does not even exhibit 
any malicious behavior or that hides its weaponry via 
encryption. To discover packed malware code that has been 
compressed to avoid detection, the RTDMI engine allows the 
malware to reveal itself by unpacking its compressed code in 
memory. It sees what code sequences are found within and 
compares it to what it has already seen along with several 
other dynamic inspection techniques. Identifying malicious 

code in memory is more precise than trying to differentiate 
between malicious system behavior and clean program 
system behavior, which is an approach used by most other 
analysis techniques.

Besides being highly accurate, CSa also improves sample 
analysis time. Since it can detect malicious code or data 
in memory in real-time during execution, no malicious 
system behavior is necessary for detection. The presence 
of malicious code can be identified prior to any malicious 
behavior taking place, thereby rendering a quicker verdict.

And unlike typical behavior-based systems that only reach 
down to the level of APIs and system calls, RTDMI’s granular 
CPU-level instruction detection can stop new forms of 
malware that attempt to exploit Meltdown, Spectre, or other 
side-channel vulnerabilities. 

Broad File Type Analysis 
CSa with RTDMI is also proficient in stopping new forms 
of document-based malware, including malicious code 
embedded within PDFs and MS Office files at rates higher 
in side-by-side tests with third-party network sandboxing 
technologies. These capabilities alone provide a better 
defense against phishing emails containing these 
files, which can introduce significant latency in some 
sandboxing models. 

The appliance analyzes documents dynamically via 
proprietary exploit detection technology along with static 
forms of inspection with the ability to detect many malicious 
document categories, including:

• Malicious Flash-based MS Office documents

• Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE)-based exploits and 
malware inside Office files

• MS Office and PDF files containing malicious executables

• PDF documents containing MS Office malware

• Malevolent shellcode-based files

• Macro-based malicious files

• Malicious multi-layer files

• PDF documents with “JavaScript infectors”

• JavaScript-based exploits in PDF documents

• Files leading to phishing and malware hosting websites

• “Phishing style” malicious PDF documents leading to both 
phishing and malware hosting websites
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CSa supports analysis for a broad range of file types, 
including executable programs (PE), DLL, PDFs, MS Office 
documents, archives, JAR and APK plus multiple operating 
systems including Windows, Android and multi-browser 
environments. Administrators can customize protection 
by selecting or excluding files to be sent to the cloud for 
analysis, including by file type, file size, sender, recipient and 
protocol. In addition, administrators can manually submit 
files to the appliance for analysis.

Easy Administration and Reporting
Easy-to-understand reports clearly show why something 
was blocked, detailing the analysis results for files sent to 
the service including session information, OS information, 
OS activity, network activity and a copy of the original file 
(based on privacy settings). Log alerts provide notification 
of suspicious files sent to the CSa, as well as file analysis and 
verdict results. 

Deployment Options
CSa can be deployed in your main datacenter and can 
be referenced by IP address or FQDN which makes it an 
excellent resource for your SonicWall HQ firewalls, email 

security appliances and even branch firewalls as well. 
Furthermore, with the REST API, administrators and threat 
hunters can manually upload files to CSa for quick results. 
Additionally, with Closed Network support, the CSa will be 
restricted from referencing external cloud-based verdicts 
and automatic updates.

Conclusion
To combat evasive and targeted malware, sandbox analysis 
is required to discover and stop unknown threats. With 
many attack types only revealing their weaponry within 
memory, a memory-based approach is required to detect 
and stop attacks before they reach endpoints. Furthermore, 
cloud-based sandboxing engines can introduce latency 
and are not compliant with many organizations’ data 
sovereignty requirements. 

Capture Security appliance enables you to inspect 
suspicious files within your data center. Using fast and 
accurate memory-based analysis provides a strong layer of 
defense against advanced and targeted threats. 

1 Mitre.org; Virtualization/Sandbox Evasion, https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1497/ 26 September 2019
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